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Atlantia Oct 07 2020 From the New York Times and international
bestselling author of the Matched trilogy, Ally Condie, comes a brand
new mysterious world! Can you hear Atlantia breathing? For as long as
she can remember, Rio has dreamt of the sand and sky Above—of life
beyond her underwater city of Atlantia. But in a single moment, all her
plans for the future are thwarted when her twin sister, Bay, makes an
unexpected decision, stranding Rio Below. Alone, ripped away from the
last person who knew Rio’s true self—and the powerful siren voice she
has long hidden—she has nothing left to lose. Guided by a dangerous
and unlikely mentor, Rio formulates a plan that leads to increasingly
treacherous questions about her mother’s death, her own destiny, and the
complex system constructed to govern the divide between land and sea.
Her life and her city depend on Rio to listen to the voices of the past and
to speak long-hidden truths. A New York times bestseller!
Crossed Aug 29 2022 The hotly awaited second book in the dystopian
Matched trilogy In search of a future that may not exist and faced with
the decision of who to share it with, Cassia journeys to the Outer
Provinces in pursuit of Ky - taken by the Society to his certain death only to find that he has escaped, leaving a series of clues in his wake.
Cassia's quest leads her to question much of what she holds dear, even as
she finds glimmers of a different life across the border. But as Cassia
nears resolve and certainty about her future with Ky, an invitation for
rebellion, an unexpected betrayal, and a surprise visit from Xander - who
may hold the key to the uprising and, still, to Cassia's heart - change the
game once again. Nothing is as expected on the edge of Society, where
crosses and double crosses make the path more twisted than ever.
Yearbook Aug 17 2021 It was the first day of school at Lakeview High,
and everyone was afraid of something. Michaela Choi was afraid that
Ethan Beck was never going to ask her out on a date.Andrea Beck was
afraid that someone would find her weak spot, the chink in her armor.
She was afraid of knowing what it was herself.Principal Downing was
afraid she was going to die.Julie Reid was afraid that no one would
notice her. She was also afraid that someone would. And there was a
deeper, unnamed fear inside her that she couldn?t escape-a fear that she

was nothing and no one??Yearbook is a captivating story about
relationships and heartaches and fears and ideas and doubts and
testimonies and everything that a teenage mind and backpack can
contain. But most important, Yearbook is a novel about how everyone
has something to offer and something to learn.
Promise May 14 2021 Cassia a toujours fait confiance. Quand elle
apprend qu'elle est promise à son meilleur ami, tout semble parfait.
Jusqu'à une toute petite erreur du système, qui ne dure qu'une seconde.
Une seconde qui suffit à plonger Cassia dans un dilemme impossible :
Xander ou Ky, la vie qu'elle connaît ou la route inexplorée, les certitudes
ou l'amour qui finalement décidera pour elle.
Atlantia Jul 28 2022 “Utterly captivating. A heroine unlike any I’d met
before, a setting I’d never glimpsed, a story I’d never imagined. Atlantia
is fresh, wild, and engrossing. I love Ally Condie.” —Shannon Hale,
award-winning, bestselling author of Austenland and Dangerous A New
York Times Best Seller! Can you hear Atlantia breathing? For as long as
she can remember, Rio has dreamed of the sand and sky Above—of life
beyond her underwater city of Atlantia. But in a single moment, all Rio’s
hopes for the future are shattered when her twin sister, Bay, makes an
unexpected choice, stranding Rio Below. Alone, ripped away from the
last person who knew Rio’s true self—and the powerful siren voice she
has long silenced—she has nothing left to lose. Guided by a dangerous
and unlikely mentor, Rio formulates a plan that leads to increasingly
treacherous questions about her mother’s death, her own destiny, and the
corrupted system constructed to govern the Divide between land and sea.
Her life and her city depend on Rio to listen to the voices of the past and
to speak long-hidden truths.
Enthralled Jun 22 2019 A journey may take hundreds of miles, or it
may cover the distance between duty and desire. Sixteen of today’s
hottest writers of paranormal tales weave stories on a common theme of
journeying. Authors such as Kelley Armstrong, Rachel Caine, and
Melissa Marr return to the beloved worlds of their bestselling series,
while others, like Claudia Gray, Kami Garcia, and Margaret Stohl, create
new land-scapes and characters. But whether they’re writing about
vampires, faeries, angels, or other magical beings, each author explores
the strength and resilience of the human heart. Suspenseful, funny, or

romantic, the stories in Enthralled will leave you moved.
The Matched Trilogy Dec 21 2021 This digital collection includes all
three critically acclaimed, award-winning novels from Ally Condie's
Matched Trilogy, including Matched, Crossed, and the breathtaking
conclusion, Reached. An international bestseller, the Matched Trilogy is
a story for right now and storytelling with the resonance of a classic.
First Day Sep 05 2020 Alternating chapters follow four Mormons-Andrea, Ethan, Joel, and Cate--as they struggle to make the right choices
and decisions regarding jobs, college, missions, and love.
The Last Voyage of Poe Blythe Jan 28 2020 The fierce new YA novel
from Ally Condie, author of the bestselling Matched trilogy “A
compelling, serpentine journey into the heart of grief, the way it can
threaten to destroy, and what it looks like to survive.” —Sabaa Tahir, #1
New York Times bestselling author of An Ember in the Ashes “With its
wonderful subversion of gender tropes and achingly real characters, The
Last Voyage of Poe Blythe takes readers on an epic journey to unearth
life’s true treasures. Ally Condie has knocked it out of the park.”
—Renée Ahdieh, bestselling author of Smoke in the Sun and The Wrath
& the Dawn Who do you become when you have nothing left to lose?
There is something Poe Blythe, the seventeen-year-old captain of the
Outpost’s last mining ship, wants far more than the gold they tear from
the Serpentine River. Revenge. Poe has vowed to annihilate the river
raiders who robbed her of everything two years ago. But as she
navigates the treacherous waters of the Serpentine and realizes there
might be a traitor among her crew, she must also reckon with who she
has become, who she wants to be, and the ways love can change and
shape you. Even—and especially—when you think all is lost. Ally
Condie, the international bestselling author of the Matched trilogy,
returns with an intricately crafted and emotionally gripping story of one
young woman’s journey to move beyond the grief and anger that control
her and find the inner strength to chart her own course.
Matched Oct 31 2022 Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the
right choices for her: what to read, what to watch, what to believe. So
when Xander's face appears on-screen at her Matching ceremony, Cassia
knows with complete certainty that he is her ideal mate . . . until she sees
Ky Markham's face flash for an instant before the screen fades to black.

The Society tells her it's a glitch, a rare malfunction, and that she should
focus on the happy life she's destined to lead with Xander. But Cassia
can't stop thinking about Ky, and as they slowly fall in love, Cassia
begins to doubt the Society's infallibility and is faced with an impossible
choice: between Xander and Ky, between the only life she's known and a
path that no one else has dared to follow. Look for CROSSED, the
sequel to MATCHED, in Fall 2011! Watch a Video
Matched Trilogy Box Set: Matched/Crossed/Reached Sep 29 2022
Presents the three volumes of the author's Matched trilogy that follow
Cassia's growing dissatisfaction with the Society and her struggle with
choosing between Xander and Ky.
The Darkdeep Series Dec 09 2020 Discover a thrilling, darkly
suspenseful middle grade series by New York Times bestselling authors
Ally Condie and Brendan Reichs in this three-book digital bundle!
Everyone in Timbers knows Still Cove is off-limits, with its creepy
Beast sightings and equally terrifying legends. But when a bullying
incident sends twelve-year-old Nico Holland over a cliff and into Still
Cove's icy waters, friends Tyler and Emma--and even Opal Walsh, who
usually runs with the popular kids--rush to his rescue . . . and discover a
mysterious island hiding in the murky, swirling mists below. Though the
island appears uninhabited, the kids can't shake a feeling that something
about it is definitely not right. Their suspicions grow when they stumble
upon an abandoned houseboat filled with all sorts of curiosities, and in
its lowest depths churns a dark, deep secret. As the group delves deeper
into this mysterious new clubhouse, they discover shocking secrets about
their houseboat hangout, the Rift, and the Darkdeep itself, and their lives
begin to intertwine in weird and dangerous ways. For something ancient
has awakened . . . Now, the friends must fight to protect their secrets,
defeat new enemies, and save Timbers and all that they love, putting
their friendships to the test as never before. Do they have what it takes to
face the shadowy secrets lurking within their own hearts? This e-book
bundle includes the entire series: The Darkdeep, The Beast, and The
Torchbearers.
Freshman for President Oct 19 2021 Tired of not being noticed,
fifteen-year-old Milo decides to run for president of the United States,
and through the course of the campaign, he discovers that he--and other

teenagers--can make a real difference.
Summerlost Apr 24 2022 Summer will never be the same again for
Cedar. Desperate to outrun their grief, her family move to their mother's
hometown for the long holiday. Despite the change of scene, Cedar can't
escape her memories, and then strange gifts start to appear in the night as
if by magic. When Leo appears, everything changes. Together, Cedar
and Leo explore the town of Iron Creek and find a twenty-year-old
mystery they might have the key to solving. Along the way, they
discover the power of friendship to mend a broken heart. Infused with
emotion and rich with understanding, Summerlost is the touching new
novel from Ally Condie, the international bestselling author of the
Matched series that highlights the strength of family and personal
resilience in the face of tragedy.
The Beast Nov 19 2021 From bestselling authors Ally Condie and
Brendan Reichs comes The Beast, the second book in the darkly
suspenseful middle-grade Darkdeep series. Nico, Opal, Tyler, Emma,
and Logan survived their worst fears come to life and saved their town
from a monstrous figment invasion. Now they want to keep their heads
down, enjoy Halloween, and explore the secrets of their mysterious
houseboat clubhouse. And also figure out their new Torchbearer
responsibilities as keepers of the Darkdeep, an ancient whirlpool hidden
in Still Cove that can make both dreams and nightmares into reality. But
when a dangerous new breed of figments start appearing on their own,
and the very environment around them begins to spiral out of control,
the friends realize they have no idea what they are doing – or how
they're supposed to restrain the Darkdeep . . .
The Last Voyage of Poe Blythe Feb 20 2022 Who do you become
when you have nothing left to lose? Poe Blythe, the seventeen-year-old
captain of the Outpost's last mining ship has revenge on her mind as she
and her crew voyage up the Serpentine River in search of gold. But there
is something Poe wants even more than gold, however - to annihilate the
river raiders who, two years ago, killed the boy she loved. As Poe
navigates the treacherous waters of the Serpentine and realizes there
might be a traitor among her crew, she must also reckon with who she
has become, who she wants to be, and the ways love can change, even
and especially when you think all is lost.

Crossed Aug 24 2019 Rules are different outside the Society. Chasing
down an uncertain future, Cassia makes her way to the Outer Provinces
in pursuit of Ky-taken by the Society to his certain death-only to find
that he has escaped into the majestic, but treacherous, canyons. On this
wild frontier are glimmers of a different life and the enthralling promise
of rebellion. But even as Cassia sacrifices everything to reunite with Ky,
ingenious surprises from Xander may change the game once again.
Narrated from both Cassia's and Ky's points of view, this hotly
anticipated sequel to Matched will take them both to the edge of Society,
where nothing is as expected and crosses and double crosses make their
path more twisted than ever... Incredible sequel to acclamied
international bestseller, Matched
The Darkdeep May 26 2022 A suspenseful and spooky series, perfect for
fans of Goosebumps, from bestselling duo Ally Condie and Brendan
Reichs. When a bullying incident sends twelve year-old Nico Holland
over the edge of a cliff into the icy waters of Still Cove, where no one
ever goes, friends Tyler and Ella – and even 'cool kid' Opal – rush to his
rescue . . . only to discover an island hidden in the swirling mists below.
Shrouded by dense trees and murky tides, the island appears
uninhabited, although the kids can't quite shake the feeling that
something about it is off. As the group delves deeper into the unknown,
their discoveries – and their lives – begin to intertwine in weird and
spooky ways. Something ancient has awakened . . . and it knows their
wishes and dreams – and their deepest secrets. Do they have what it
takes to face the shadowy things that lurk within their own hearts?
Continue the chilling adventure with The Beast.
Housebreaking Jul 04 2020 'An unforgettable portrait of a young
woman at war with the world and herself. Protagonist Del can be hard to
like, but she remains easy to love. This is a brilliant and exciting debut' Karen Joy Fowler, New York Times bestselling author of We Are All
Completely Beside Ourselves 'Darkly funny and brimming with pathos .
. . For fans of Elizabeth Strout, Ottessa Moshfegh . . . This is a humorous
and life-affirming trip through the fraught, weird heart of America,
exploring the granular details that make and break a life' - Sharlene Teo,
award-winning author of Ponti Following a long-standing feud and
looking to settle the score, a woman decides to dismantle her home -

alone and by hand - and move it across a frozen pond during a harsh
New England winter in this mesmerizing debut. Home is certainly not
where Del's heart is. After a local scandal led to her parents' divorce and
the rest of her family turned their backs on her, Del left her small town
and cut off contact. Now, with both of her parents gone, a chance has
arrived for Del to retaliate. Her uncle wants the one thing Del inherited:
the family home. Instead of handing the place over, and with no other
resources at her disposal, Del decides she will tear the place apart herself
- piece by piece. But Del will soon discover, the task stirs up more than
just old memories as relatives-each in their own state of unravelling come knocking on her door. This spare, strange, magical book is a story
not only about the powerlessness and hurt that run through a family but
also about the moments when brokenness can offer us the rare chance to
start again.
Crossed Jul 16 2021 Seventeen-year-old Cassia sacrifices everything
and heads to the Outer Provinces in search of Ky, where she is
confronted with shocking revelations about Society and the promise of
rebellion.
Chasing the Stars Sep 25 2019 Olivia and her twin brother, Aidan, are
heading alone back to Earth following the virus that completely wiped
out the rest of their crew, and their family, in its entirety. Nathan's ship is
heading in the opposite direction. But on the journey it is attacked. Only
a few survive. Their lives unexpectedly collide. Nathan and Olivia are
instantly attracted to each other, deeply, head over heels. But not
everyone is pleased. Surrounded by rumours, deception, even murder, is
it possible to live out a happy-ever-after...? 'Full of nail-biting adventure,
interstellar conflict and then passion...keeps us guessing to the last'
Sunday Times 'Goes boldly where few YA titles have gone before...a
combination of Star Trek, Ten Things I Hate About You and a murder
mystery. What's not to like?' Guardian
Reached Jun 26 2022 The final thrilling part of the New York Times
bestselling trilogy, REACHED is the sequel to MATCHED and
CROSSED by Ally Condie. After leaving the Society and desperately
searching for each other - and the Rising - Cassia and Ky have found
what they were looking for, but at the cost of losing each other yet again.
But nothing is as predicted, and all too soon the veil lifts and things shift

once again . . . In the gripping conclusion to the bestselling MATCHED
trilogy Cassia, Ky, and Xander return to the Society to save the one
thing they have been denied for so long: the power to choose.
Willis Wilbur Wows the World Mar 31 2020 Willis Wilbur has the
entire summer in front of him. So it's time to fulfill his destiny:
becoming the neighborhood life coach. Nine-year-old Willis Wilbur had
his summer figured out. He and his best friend, Shelley, were going to
Band Camp, and he was going to learn how to play the sousaphone.
Easy. Simple. A done deal. But when Shelley is whisked off to Hawaii
for a summer with her family, Willis is left staring down the long, boring
road of an empty summer. Or even worse--eight long weeks of Day
Camp. So Willis decides to try something new. He's going to MAKE A
DATE WITH DESTINY. And after spotting a flyer for a local business
competition, he finds exactly what his true calling really is: becoming
the Neighborhood Life Coach. A kid helping other kids with kids'
problems. His niche, he discovers. And he was going to be great at it.
The best at it. So good, that he was going to become wildly, ridiculously
famous. All he needed were some clients... With gumption, tenacity, and
many other buzzwords he finds in self-help business magazines, Willis
dives bowtie-first into the entrepreneurial waters. But starting a business
alone, especially without his best friend by his side, is tough work. And
with neighborhood bullies getting in his way, a guinea pig client who's
actually a guinea pig, and an annoyingly competent little sister asking
for a raise, Willis has his work cut out for him. Funny, heartfelt, and
overwhelmingly endearing, Willis Wilbur is here to make all of your
(well, his) dreams come true. (For a small fee.)
Once Upon a Forest Oct 26 2019 This gorgeous picture book follows a
helpful marmot trying to save a forest recovering after a wildfire. Perfect
for teaching children to practice kindness while developing an
appreciation for animals and the earth. After a fire leaves the forest
smoldering, a determined marmot and her resourceful bird friend set off
on a rescue mission in this beautifully illustrated, wordless story. They
clear away fallen branches and scorched bushes. They rake and dig and
plant new seedlings in the earth. With determination and ingenuity, as
the seasons pass, they care for the little trees by making sure they have
enough water, protect their branches from the wind and snow, and keep

away hungry creatures, until the trees can thrive on their own. With a
little time, care, and hope we all can help the earth.
Soon Aug 05 2020 I hoped the Nazis would be defeated. And they were.
I hoped the war would be over. And it was. I hoped we would be safe.
But we aren't. Soon continues the incredibly moving story of Felix, a
Jewish boy still struggling to survive in the wake of the liberation of
Poland after the end of World War Two.
Rivergold May 02 2020
Reached Mar 24 2022 The thrilling conclusion to the New York Times
Bestselling Matched Trilogy! Perfect for fans of 1984, Brave New
World, Black Mirror, and The Handmaid’s Tale. Cassia’s journey began
with an error, a momentary glitch in the otherwise perfect façade of the
Society. After crossing canyons to break free, she waits, silk and paper
smuggled against her skin, ready for the final chapter. The wait is over.
One young woman has raged against those who threaten to keep away
what matters most—family, love, choice. Her revolution is about to
explode into full-scale rebellion. As an incurable plague sweeps through
the Society, Cassia races to save both the lives and freedom of those she
loves. With exquisite prose, the emotionally gripping conclusion to the
international–bestselling Matched trilogy returns Cassia, Ky, and Xander
to the Society to save the one thing they have been denied for so long,
the power to choose.
Darkdeep Feb 29 2020 A suspenseful and spooky new series, perfect for
fans of Stranger Things, from bestselling duo Ally Condie and Brendan
Reichs. When a bullying incident sends twelve year-old Nico Holland
over the edge of a cliff into the icy waters of Still Cove, where no one
ever goes, friends Tyler and Ella - and even 'cool kid' Opal - rush to his
rescue . . . only to discover an island hidden in the swirling mists below.
Shrouded by dense trees and murky tides, the island appears
uninhabited, although the kids can't quite shake the feeling that
something about it is off. Their suspicions grow when they stumble upon
an abandoned houseboat with an array of curiosities inside: odd-looking
weapons, unnerving portraits, maps to places they've never heard of, and
a glass jar containing something completely unidentifiable. As the group
delves deeper into the unknown, their discoveries - and their lives begin to intertwine in weird and spooky ways. Something ancient has

awakened . . . and it knows their wishes and dreams - and their deepest
secrets. Do they have what it takes to face the shadowy things that lurk
within their own hearts?
The Other Side of the Island Jan 10 2021 A gripping and beautifully
written dystopian page-turner from New York Times bestselling author
and National Book Award finalist ALLEGRA GOODMAN. In the
eighteenth glorious year of Enclosure, long after The Flood, a young girl
named Honor moves with her parents to Island 365 in the Tranquil Sea.
Life on the tropical island is peaceful—there is no sadness and no visible
violence in this world. Earth Mother and her Corporation have created
New Weather. The sky is always blue and it almost never rains. Every
family fits into its rightful, orderly, and predictable place… Except
Honor’s. Her family does not follow the rules. They ignore curfew, sing
songs, and do not pray to Earth Mother. Honor doesn’t fit in with the
other children at the Old Colony School. Then she meets Helix, a boy
with a big heart who slowly helps her uncover a terrible secret about the
Island: Sooner or later, those who do not fit disappear, and they don’t
ever come back. Honor knows her family could be next, and when the
unthinkable happens, she must make the dangerous journey to the Other
Side of the Island—before Earth Mother comes for her too…
Crossed Jan 22 2022 The highly anticipated second book in the New
York Times bestselling Matched trilogy! Perfect for fans of 1984, Brave
New World, Black Mirror, and The Handmaid’s Tale. Chasing down an
uncertain future, Cassia makes her way to the Outer Provinces in pursuit
of Ky--taken by Society to his certain death--only to find that he has
escaped into the majestic, but treacherous, canyons. On this wild frontier
are glimmers of a different life . . . and the enthralling promise of
rebellion. But even as Cassia sacrifices everything to reunite with Ky,
ingenious surprises from Xander may change the game. On the edge of
Society, nothing is as expected, and crosses and double crosses make
Cassia's path more twisted than ever. Look for the epic series finale,
REACHED!
The Torchbearers Nov 07 2020 "This book left me breathless!" - R. L.
Stine, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Goosebumps and Fear
Street, on The Darkdeep "Everything you could want in a series." Soman Chainani, New York Times bestselling author of The School for

Good and Evil, on The Beast The blockbuster middle-grade series by
New York Times bestselling authors Ally Condie and Brendan continues
in this edge-of-your-seat adventure that's Stranger Things meets The
Goonies. After the events of Dark Halloween, the town of Timbers is in
a full-blown monster panic, making life for the Torchbearers--Opal,
Nico, Tyler, Emma, and Logan--extremely difficult. Nico is
investigating the Rift and the strange natural phenomena that continue to
occur, all while worrying about his dad's potential work transfer. Opal
has her hands full researching the founding Torchbearer, Yvette
Dumont, and deciphering clues from another realm sent by the
mysterious Thing In a Jar. Emma's wildly popular YouTube show has
brought her new-found fame, but also earned her some enemies. Logan
is trying to unlock secrets in his own family history that might shed light
on how the Torchbearer Order began, while Tyler, as the self-proclaimed
Beastmaster, strives to commune with--and not be eaten by--the
mercurial and deadly alien sea creature living in Still Cove. But that's
not all. Something cryptic has surfaced from within the Darkdeep.
Questions arise, and the five friends find themselves suddenly at odds.
The stakes climb even higher when an enigmatic new girl comes to
town, with an agenda of her own. As the Torchbearers discover shocking
secrets about their houseboat hangout, the Rift, and the Darkdeep itself,
signs point to new realms beyond the ones they know, putting their
friendships to the test as never before . . . Told from alternating POVs,
this thrilling next book from bestselling duo Ally Condie and Brendan
Reichs will once again have readers sleeping with the lights on.
Matched Deluxe Edition Feb 08 2021 Celebrate the 10th anniversary of
Ally Condie’s multi-million copy bestseller with the deluxe gold edition
of this modern dystopian classic! Packed with all-new, exclusive bonus
content including: • A never-before-seen map of the Matched trilogy
world. • A Decade of Matched: Ally Condie in conversation with
bestselling author Soman Chainani • Bonus story: "Green Girl in a Green
Dress" • Discussion Guide In the Society, Officials decide. Who you
love. Where you work. When you die. Cassia has always trusted the
Society’s choices. And when her best friend appears on the Matching
screen, she is certain he’s the one—until she sees another face flash for
an instant before the screen fades to black. Now she is faced with

impossible choices: between Xander and Ky, between the only life she’s
ever known and a path no one has dared to follow. Between perfection
and the truth. “This futuristic fable of love and free will asks: Can there
be freedom without choice? The tale of Cassia’s journey from
acceptance to rebellion will draw you in and leave you wanting more.”
—Cassandra Clare, New York Times bestselling author of The Mortal
Instruments series and The Infernal Devices trilogy “[A] superb
dystopian romance.” —Wall Street Journal ? “A fierce, unforgettable
page-turner.”—Kirkus, starred review
Matched Apr 12 2021
Atlantia Dec 29 2019 Set within a civilization that lives deep beneath
the sea, twin sisters, Rio and Bay, are about to make the most important
decision of their lives. Will they choose to stay Below, sacrificing their
soul but living in happiness, or to go Above, keeping their soul but
living in weakness and misery. No one could have predicted their
choice.
Matched Deluxe Edition Jun 14 2021 Celebrate the 10th anniversary of
Ally Condie’s multi-million copy bestseller with the deluxe gold edition
of this modern dystopian classic! Packed with all-new, exclusive bonus
content including: • A never-before-seen map of the Matched trilogy
world. • A Decade of Matched: Ally Condie in conversation with
bestselling author Soman Chainani • Bonus story: "Green Girl in a Green
Dress" • Discussion Guide In the Society, Officials decide. Who you
love. Where you work. When you die. Cassia has always trusted the
Society’s choices. And when her best friend appears on the Matching
screen, she is certain he’s the one—until she sees another face flash for
an instant before the screen fades to black. Now she is faced with
impossible choices: between Xander and Ky, between the only life she’s
ever known and a path no one has dared to follow. Between perfection
and the truth. “This futuristic fable of love and free will asks: Can there
be freedom without choice? The tale of Cassia’s journey from
acceptance to rebellion will draw you in and leave you wanting more.”
—Cassandra Clare, New York Times bestselling author of The Mortal
Instruments series and The Infernal Devices trilogy “[A] superb
dystopian romance.” —Wall Street Journal ? “A fierce, unforgettable
page-turner.”—Kirkus, starred review

The Art of Being Normal Nov 27 2019 David Piper has always been an
outsider. His parents think he's gay. The school bully thinks he's a freak.
Only his two best friends know the real truth: David wants to be a girl.
On the first day at his new school Leo Denton has one goal: to be
invisible. Attracting the attention of the most beautiful girl in his class is
definitely not part of that plan. When Leo stands up for David in a fight,
an unlikely friendship forms. But things are about to get messy. Because
at Eden Park School secrets have a funny habit of not staying secret for
long , and soon everyone knows that Leo used to be a girl. As David
prepares to come out to his family and transition into life as a girl and
Leo wrestles with figuring out how to deal with people who try to define
him through his history, they find in each other the friendship and
support they need to navigate life as transgender teens as well as the
courage to decide for themselves what normal really means.
The Hole in the Wall Mar 12 2021 Eleven-year-old Sebby has found
the perfect escape from his crummy house and bickering family: The
Hole in the Wall. It’s a pristine, beautiful glen in the midst of a
devastated mining area behind Sebby’s home. But not long after he finds
it his world starts falling apart: his family’s chickens disappear, colors
start jumping off the wall and coming to life, and after sneaking a taste
of raw cookie dough he finds himself with the mother of all
stomachaches. When Sebby sets out to solve these mysteries, he and his
twin sister, Barbie, get caught in a wild chase through the tunnels and
caverns around The Hole in the Wall — all leading them to the mining
activities of one Stanley Odum, the hometown astrophysicist who’s
buying up all the land behind Sebby’s home. Exactly what is Mr. Odum
mining in his secret facility, and does it have anything to do with the
mystery of the lost chickens and Sebby’s stomachache? The answers to
these questions go much further than the twins expect.
Summerlost Sep 17 2021 The first middle grade novel from
internationally bestselling author Ally Condie comes to paperback. It's
the first real summer since the accident that killed Cedar's father and
younger brother, Ben. Cedar and what’s left of her family are returning
to the town of Iron Creek for the summer. They’re just settling into their
new house when a boy named Leo, dressed in costume, rides by on his
bike. Intrigued, Cedar follows him to the renowned Summerlost theatre

festival. Soon, she not only has a new friend in Leo and a job working
concessions at the festival, she finds herself surrounded by mystery. The
mystery of the tragic, too-short life of the Hollywood actress who haunts
the halls of Summerlost. And the mystery of the strange gifts that keep
appearing for Cedar. Infused with emotion and rich with understanding,
Summerlost is the touching new novel from Ally Condie, the
international bestselling author of the Matched series that highlights the
strength of family and personal resilience in the face of tragedy. Great
for fans of Bridge to Terabithia and The Thing About Jellyfish. “Kids
are awesome. And they are diverse. There are children with different
abilities and backgrounds and experiences, and every one of them
deserves to find themselves in children's literature and to know that they
matter.” –Ally Condie, on Summerlost “Funny, sad, sweet, and
heartwarming.” –Parents.com, Special Needs Now blog ? "Condie is at
her best . . . grabbing readers’ interest from the first page." —Publishers
Weekly, starred review "A nuanced portrait of grief deeply grounded in
the middle-school mind-set." —Booklist "Honest, lovely, and sad."
—Kirkus Reviews ? "Thoughtful, poetic chapter endings guide readers
new to psychological depth toward meaningful connections between plot
events and thematic reflections." —BCCB, starred review
Being Sixteen Jun 02 2020 The year Juliet turns sixteen includes
everything from her first date to getting kicked off the basketball team,
but when her younger sister, Carly, develops an eating disorder, Juliet
must rely on her family and her faith for strength.
All Through the Year Jul 24 2019 Open this book and travel your way
all through the year and treasure each day. From this beloved/illustrator
team comes a timeless account of a year in the lift of an Australian
family. Told through the eyes of a child and featuring each month of the
year, here is a book to give, to share and to treasure.
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